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Chapter 2181: Free Of Charge 

"That's right! Not only do you not need to pay, I'll also have that slut obediently send the things over!" 

Tu tiedan's face was full of pride and confidence. 

After all, he was a member of the Grand cloud Palace in the earth immortal world. He was used to being 

domineering under the Jiang family's banner, and it didn't matter even if he did as he pleased in the 

earthly calamity star sea! 

"Then I'll be waiting to see your performance!" Chen Xiaobei grinned and waited calmly. 

The stall owner and the surrounding crowd were all shocked by the scene in front of them. They started 

to discuss among themselves. 

"Who is that big bald guy? What a big tone! He's simply too pretentious!" 

"They must not know the power of the law enforcement team! When the law-enforcement team comes, 

that big bald guy and that kid covered in injuries will definitely be crying!" 

"Yup! Fighting was strictly forbidden in the city! They would definitely be severely punished for beating 

people up in public! Let's just wait for a good show!" 

The stall owner and the crowd around him were gloating. They were sure that Chen Xiaobei and tu 

tiedan would be severely punished. They were all waiting to watch the show! 

"What's going on? What's with the commotion!" 

Soon, a group of soldiers in armor and weapons surrounded them. 

"Hahaha! The law enforcement team is here ..." 

The boss grinned hideously. His eyes lit up and he said, " "Captain Wang! They hit me! You have to give 

me justice!" 

It was clear that this guy had some friendship with Captain Wang of the law enforcement team. He had 

even started to plan to use his connections to take the lives of Chen Xiaobei and tu tiedan! 

"They?" 

Captain Wang looked at tu tiedan and Chen Xiaobei, then turned around and walked toward the stall 

owner. 

"Captain Wang! Quickly arrest them and execute them! "I'll treat you to a party tomorrow ... Ouch ..." 

The boss screamed before he could finish his sentence. 

"Pa!!!" 

The captain of the law enforcement team gave the stall owner a big slap without holding back at all, and 

the stall owner fell to the ground. 
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"Pfft ..." 

The stall owner's face was split open, and when he opened his mouth, he spat out blood and teeth. 

"What ... What is going on?" 

Seeing this scene, everyone around was dumbfounded. 

In their eyes, the law enforcement team should have arrested Chen Xiaobei and tu tiedan immediately. 

But Captain Wang not only didn't arrest him, but also gave the stall owner an even louder slap! 

To everyone, this was simply unimaginable! 

"Captain Wang ... Why did you hit me ... I'm the victim ... They're the criminals ..." 

The stall owner covered his face and trembled in pain. He couldn't figure out why he was beaten up! 

"Shut your stinky mouth! Do you know who you've offended?" 

Captain Wang barked sternly, " "If you want to die, don't drag all the people in the city down with you!" 

"What ... What do you mean?" The stall owner was dumbfounded,"why would I implicate the entire 

city's people?" Why are you going to be buried with me?" 

"Idiot! Open your dog eyes wide and see clearly!" 

"This master tu is from the cloud Palace of the Grand temple in the earth-god Realm!" Captain Wang 

said solemnly. Furthermore, he was the number one general under the thirteenth young master of the 

Jiang family! With the Jiang family's strength, our small town will be massacred in minutes!" 

"Hiss ..." 

As soon as he said that, gasps could be heard from the crowd! 

Everyone around revealed a shocked and terrified expression. Their pupils contracted uncontrollably, 

and cold sweat poured down like rain! 

The earth tribulation Star Ocean was connected to the earth-god Realm, and the cloud Palace was very 

close to the earth tribulation Star Ocean. 

Because of this, almost everyone in the earthly calamity Star Ocean knew how powerful the Jiang family 

of the Grand cloud Palace was. Some of them had even been oppressed by the Jiang family. 

Chen Xiaobei had just arrived in the astral Sea and he had already seen the Jiang family's overbearing 

Jiang minkun. 

At that time, the young masters of many forces were Jiang minkun's followers. They wanted to kill him 

and take his treasures at the slightest disagreement. 

It could be seen that the Jiang family was an absolute tyrant in the earthly calamity star sea, and no one 

dared to provoke them! 

"Oh my God ... I know I was wrong ... I failed to recognize you ... Please spare my life, Lord tu ..." 



The stall owner was so scared that he almost peed his pants. He knelt on the ground and desperately 

kowtowed to tu tiedan. 

"Hmph! If you were so well-behaved earlier, why did you have to be slapped?" 

Tu tiedan said disdainfully, " originally, my benefactor wanted to buy your things. You can just sell them 

normally! But you just had to humiliate my benefactor, it's like turning on the light in the toilet and 

looking for shit!" 

"Yes, yes, yes ... It's this lowly one's fault ... This lowly one didn't know how to appreciate favors ... This 

lowly one didn't know the immensity of heaven and earth ... I beg you two to spare my life ..." 

The stall owner kneeled on the ground and kowtowed to Chen Xiaobei. 

The crowd was even more shocked. No matter how crazy they were, they could not imagine that Chen 

Xiaobei was tie dan tu's benefactor. 

After all, tu tiedan was already a super fierce man who was high above! Then, who was Chen Xiaobei? 

All of a sudden, the way everyone looked at Chen Xiaobei changed. The disdain and contempt in their 

eyes were all gone, replaced by awe and shock! 

"Lord tu ... And this young master ..." 

Captain Wang ran over and said with a smile, " "This isn't a big matter, can the two of you show mercy? 

Spare his cheap life?" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "He's just an ant, there's no need to stomp him to death!" 

When tu tiedan heard this, he glared at the boss and shouted, " "You bastard! Crawl over immediately 

and give that small sculpture to my benefactor. Then, I'll forget about this matter!" 

"Yes, yes, yes ..." 

The stall owner scrambled back to his stall, picked up the statue with both hands, and handed it to Chen 

Xiaobei. 

"Let's go, we'll go buy the elemental raising grass!" 

Chen Xiaobei did not have to spend a single spiritual stone to get the treasure that he had his eyes on. 

Naturally, he was in a good mood. 

"You two should find a place to rest. If you need anything, I'll buy it for you!" 

Captain Wang's face was full of smiles, and like a little eunuch, he nodded and bowed, extremely 

respectful. 

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  I need a two-star earth-god level vitality grass!  If you help me bring it 

over, I'll pay you as much as you want!" 

"Yes! I'll get it done right away!" Captain Wang immediately ran to the best medicine shop in the city. 

Chen Xiaobei and tu tiedan went to a restaurant nearby. 



Chen Xiaobei took off his Nightstalker outfit and put on a two-star earth-god level outfit from the 

second floor of the Wuji nine-floor Pagoda! 

"It's really true that Buddhas rely on golden clothes, and people rely on clothes!" 

Tu tiedan praised, " young master Chen, you've changed into a different person after changing into this 

set of martial arts clothes. You've changed from a little beggar to a little young master in an instant! But 

..." 

"What's a pity?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 it's a pity, " tu tiedan sighed.  there are many scars on your face. You're not as handsome as you used to 

be ...  

"I'll just heal my wounds slowly ..." 

 Oh? " Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows.  now, I need to figure out what this little statue is.  
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"Who knows what this thing is?" 

Tu tiedan rubbed his big bald head and frowned.  "I've never heard of such a strange insect! I've never 

seen such a material before! Although it's special, it doesn't have any spirituality, so it's probably just an 

ordinary accessory ..." 

"I won't!" 

Chen Xiaobei said, "  this thing is very precious and ancient. It must have extraordinary value!  

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei had the eight-trigram Qi observation skill and a certain level of understanding 

of Voodoo. His considerations were more profound than tu tieyu's! 

 you're just saying. You don't even know its value!  Tu tiedan said with a frown. 

"I don't know, but I can ask my friend!" Chen Xiaobei took out his new phone and connected to the 

Three Realms intranet. 

Then, he took a photo of the small sculpture and sent it directly to Taiyin true deity! 

Among Chen Xiaobei's friends in heaven, Taiyin true deity was the one who knew the most about the 

Sorcerer tribe. He would definitely get the answer if he asked her! 

Taiyin true deity seemed to be free, and his reply came very quickly. 

Taiyin true deity: (Shocked) Xiaobei! Where did you find this statue? This was an ancient witch's magical 

artifact! 

Chen Xiaobei,"witch tribe's magical item?" Was this thing very precious? Why is brother so surprised? 

(Puzzled) 
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Taiyin true deity: You can also call it a Wizard tool! It wasn't precious, but extremely, extremely 

precious! Even in the heavenly realm, it was difficult to find! 

Chen Xiaobei: This small sculpture was brought back from the no man's land of the earthly calamity Star 

Ocean by the exploration team of the human world. It couldn't be more precious than a heaven 

immortal artifact, right? (Exclaim) 

Taiyin true deity, you have no idea! The Sorcerer tribe did not cultivate their primordial spirit, they only 

cultivated their physical bodies! Therefore, they almost never used Dharma Treasures, but tempered 

their bodies as if they were Dharma Treasures! It was precisely because of this that wizard weapons 

were extremely rare! 

Taiyin true deity,"moreover, after the Great War between the Sorcerer and demon tribes during the 

second immeasurable cultivation tribulation, the Sorcerer tribe was almost extinct. The number of 

sorcerer weapons in the world now is simply as rare as Phoenix Feathers and Qilin horns!" In terms of 

preciousness, a Magus artifact was definitely superior to an ordinary heaven immortal artifact! 

Chen Xiaobei: Tu tiedan told me that in the earthly calamity star sea, there are many relics of ancient 

Immortals left behind from hundreds of millions of years ago. It seems to be true! 

Taiyin true deity: You're simply too lucky! Finding a Wizard tool was much more difficult than finding a 

hundred ancient immortal ruins! 

Chen Xiaobei thought,'I just saved one billion people, and my luck increased by 100 million!' However, 

not long ago, I just escaped from death, and now I've found this wizard weapon. It seems that my good 

luck is coming to an end! 

Taiyin true deity: " don't be so pessimistic!  Quickly activate this Wizard tool and see what special 

abilities it has. The rarer an item was, the more precious it would be. Wizard weapons were rare, so 

almost every wizard weapon had great significance! 

Chen Xiaobei: " How do I activate it? " This small sculpture had no spirituality at all and could not be 

communicated with! 

Taiyin true deity-with your blood! The blood of a wizard must be used to activate the spirit of a wizard 

weapon! 

The witch dragon's blood flows in my body, it's the perfect time to activate the witch's item! 

Taiyin true deity: Magus artifacts were rare, but once they appeared, they would definitely shake the 

Three Realms! I'm really, really looking forward to it! 

Chen Xiaobei: Wait a minute! 

After exiting the private chat, Chen Xiaobei immediately stood up and closed the door. 

"What are you doing?" 

Tu tiedan was dumbfounded.  we're two grown men in the same room. It'll be a misunderstanding if the 

doors and windows are closed!  Also, I'm straight, I'm not gay ..." 



"Funny!" Chen Xiaobei rolled his eyes at tu tiedan and ordered, " "Guard the door, no one is allowed to 

come in!" 

"Uh ... What do you want to do?  they're so mysterious ...  tu tiedan's aura was suppressed by Chen 

Xiaobei, and he was a little afraid of Chen Xiaobei. He obediently went to the door. 

"Swish!" 

Chen Xiaobei released a burst of ethereal force and cut his right index finger. 

"Cough, cough, cough ..." 

As soon as he used his ethereal force, Chen Xiaobei started to cough in pain. 

His sea of Qi and dantian were damaged, causing his tendons and blood vessels to hurt. 

On top of that, there were still some broken tendons and bones in Chen Xiaobei's body, which made the 

pain even more unbearable. 

"What are you doing? His Qi sea and dantian were clearly injured, yet he still had to use his true 

essence!  this ... This, this, this ...  tu tie was shocked. Before he could finish his sentence, he was 

completely stunned! 

"Chi ..." 

Chen Xiaobei then pointed his right index finger at the insect statue. 

The moment Chen Xiaobei's blood came into contact with the statue, a strong spiritual fluctuation burst 

out. 

The originally dull and lightless strange insect sculpture seemed to have been reborn. It became bright 

and beautiful like a piece of Supreme-grade blood jade. Under the warm surface, there was even a 

spiritual Halo, which was extremely mysterious! 

 how could this be ... Your blood is too divine ...  tu tiedan was so shocked that he couldn't believe his 

eyes. 

"Lower your voice! I don't want to attract the attention of outsiders!" Chen Xiaobei focused his 

attention and started to communicate with the Jade statue. 

"What are you afraid of? In this small Broken City, if I, old tu, claim to be second, no one would dare to 

claim to be first!" 

"Whoever dares to disturb you, I'll beat him up until his own mother doesn't even recognize him!" Tu 

tiedan said with a proud look. 

Chen Xiaobei did not deny it, but his face was filled with shock.  "This ... This is a secret technique of the 

Sorcerer tribe ... And it's equivalent to a God-grade technique! No wonder brother Taiyin was so 

surprised!" 

It was fine if the Sorcerer artifact didn't appear, but once it did, it would definitely shake the Three 

Realms! 



Who dared to think about it! There was actually a deity-grade body refining secret technique hidden in 

this strange insect sculpture! This level could indeed shock all living beings in the Three Realms! 

"I'm too lucky ..." 

Chen Xiaobei could not believe what he was seeing. 

"Could it be that Xuan Xin has brought me good luck?" 

 I'm not dead yet!  Chen Xiaobei thought to himself.  previously, I managed to escape from the loftiest 

Musashi, and then beiming Wuji, my loyal dog, and finally, I managed to escape from the eight-star 

earth-god sky fiend Dharma idol!  

"No matter how high my luck is, it should have been exhausted long ago, right? I'm actually lucky 

enough to obtain this strange insect sculpture!" 

"This must be the good luck Xuan Xin brought me! On top of my original luck, I've gained additional 

luck!" 

The more Chen Xiaobei thought about it, the more certain he was. It definitely can't be wrong! In the 

past, as long as Xuan Xin and I were together, there would always be unexpected gains! She's my 

goddess of luck, so I'm going to do my best to help her get through the dead end!" 

In order to help Liu xuanxin, Chen Xiaobei had to make himself strong enough! 

Chen Xiaobei-Brother Sun Moon! The wizard tool had been activated! There was a secret body refining 

technique of the Sorcerer tribe hidden in it! 

Taiyin true deity-body refining secret technique? Your luck is simply heaven-defying! The Sorcerer tribe's 

body-tempering techniques were the best in the Three Realms! Tell me, what level is this secret skill? 

Chen Xiaobei-ancestral witch level! Sky killing tyrant body muscle marrow secrets! 
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Taiyin true deity,"what?" "Sky-killing tyrant body technique"? (Dumbfounded) 

Chen Xiaobei: What's wrong with you? You're so excited that I'm getting nervous! 

Taiyin true immortal was a super powerhouse who could even hurt Emperor Xuanyuan. How could he 

be so surprised at this moment? It could be seen that this "sky killing tyrant body technique" must be an 

extraordinary existence! 

Taiyin true deity-I can't help but be excited! This " sky-killing tyrant body technique " was the top body-

refining secret technique of the Sorcerer tribe! 

Chen Xiaobei, the ... The best? 

Taiyin true deity: In the Three Realms, the Sorcerer tribe's Secret body-tempering technique was the 

most top-notch body-tempering technique! And the " sky-killing tyrant body technique " was the top 
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technique among the witch race's body refining secret techniques! It could be said to be the best of the 

best! 

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself,'no way ... My luck is too good!' Just by casually browsing the Taobao 

Marketplace, he was actually able to find the most top-notch secret technique in the Three Realms! 

Taiyin true deity-your luck is heaven-defying! Instead, it was super invincible and heaven-defying! The 

ancestral wizard level was equivalent to the deity level! Even in the heaven realm, a secret technique of 

this level was extremely rare! 

Chen Xiaobei: I'll start learning immediately and try to start body cultivation as soon as possible! 

Taiyin true deity: Things are not as simple as you think! The effect of this "sky killing tyrant body 

technique" was very heaven-defying, but the cultivation conditions were also extremely harsh. You 

might not be able to refine your body according to the above method! 

Chen Xiaobei: " what are the specific conditions? " 

Taiyin true deity-the most basic point is to break and then rebuild! In other words, the physique that 

you've cultivated using other methods must be completely destroyed. Then, you can cultivate your body 

again according to the method of the " sky-killing tyrant body technique "! 

Chen Xiaobei, destroy my current body? If that's the case, do I still have the life to refine my body? 

(Surprised) 

Taiyin true deity: " after most people destroy their own bodies, they'll be crippled for life even if they 

don't die. That's why I said that you might not be able to use the heavens-killing tyrant body technique 

to train your body!  

Chen Xiaobei,"then how did the ancient witches practice the sky-killing tyrant body technique?" It can't 

be that everyone has to destroy their own body and soul, right? 

Taiyin true deity-not everyone can cultivate it! Only a small number of talented top geniuses of the 

Sorcerer tribe with extraordinary bloodlines had the physical conditions to cultivate the sky-killing tyrant 

body technique! 

Taiyin true deity said,"moreover, these top geniuses must undergo the 'Overlord body trial' at the 

moment of their birth!" Failure in the trial meant death! Only a baby who survived could truly cultivate 

the "sky killing tyrant body technique"! 

Chen Xiaobei: These conditions were too terrifying! Not only did he want top geniuses, but he also 

wanted these geniuses to gamble their lives the moment they were born! The people who could 

cultivate this "sky killing tyrant body technique" were probably even rarer than Phoenix Feathers and 

Qilin horns! 

Taiyin true deity-at the peak of the Sorcerer tribe, there were trillions of people! However, there were 

only 12 ancestors of Sorcery! This was no longer something that could be described as rare, but 

extremely rare! 

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself,'the probability of that happening is really low!' 



Chen Xiaobei: " but then again, I have the witch Dragon bloodline. I should be able to go through the 

trial of the Overlord body. Do you think I can survive the trial? " 

Taiyin true deity-almost impossible! That was because you had to first destroy your own body and soul. 

At that time, you would be equivalent to a cripple, and going through the 'Overlord body's trial' would 

definitely result in death! 

Chen Xiaobei: " that's awkward ... Right now, I feel like there's a beautiful woman lying in front of me 

after being washed clean. But I can only look at her and not touch her!  (Pain in the ass) 

Taiyin true deity: " I have the same feeling too ... To be honest, I don't dare to destroy my own body to 

practice the heaven-killing tyrant body technique!  

Chen Xiaobei thought, then I guess I've been happy for nothing, bro! I won't say anymore! Something 

happened on my side! 

Before he could finish his sentence, Chen Xiaobei immediately exited the private chat and kept his 

phone. 

"Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh ..." 

Outside the restaurant, a series of sharp whistling sounds of flying swords breaking through the air could 

be heard. 

From the noise, he could roughly judge that the number of flying swords outside was probably no less 

than a hundred! 

Chen Xiaobei quickly put away his phone and the strange insect jade carving.  "Old tu, you didn't sell me 

out, did you?" 

Tu tiedan was dumbfounded, and he said solemnly, " "Do you think I'd betray you? I have plenty of 

chances to kill you before you wake up!" 

"If you didn't betray me, then we would both be in danger!" Chen Xiaobei frowned. 

"Don't worry! With me here, no one can hurt you!" 

Tu tiedan raised his eyebrows and said arrogantly, " "It's not that I'm targeting anyone, but everyone in 

this small city is trash!" 

Chen Xiaobei's golden gaze fiery eyes had already seen through the situation outside the window."The 

people outside are the disciples of the cloud Palace led by Jiang haoxuan! Furthermore, Gu Daosheng 

and beiming muqing are also among them!" 

"What!" 

Tu tiedan's expression changed drastically in an instant, and his expression was extremely conflicted.  

"Why is the thirteenth young master here? Didn't he go back to the cloud Palace?" 

"We might have been exposed ..." 



 you can't protect me!  Chen Xiaobei said in a deep voice, " you can't protect me! Besides, you'll be seen 

as a traitor! Jiang haoxuan will never let you off!" 

 I don't think so ...  tu tiedan swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly, "  I'm loyal to the thirteenth young 

master. I'll explain it to him, and everything will be fine ...  

"BOOM!" 

Before tu tiedan's voice had died down, a terrifying earth-immortal level vital essence suddenly blasted 

in from outside the restaurant! 

"Boom boom boom ..." 

In the next moment, the three-story restaurant was split in the middle by the true essence like a piece of 

tofu! 

The restaurant collapsed, and many innocent people were buried in the ruins. Some unlucky ones were 

even killed on the spot by the true essence! 

In the surroundings, countless commoners gathered around, either criticizing or cursing in anger. They 

were extremely dissatisfied with the barbarians who had destroyed the restaurant! 

At the same time, a large number of law enforcement teams in charge of the city's security had also 

gathered, preparing to enforce the law and arrest people! 

 the cloud Palace is doing its work. Unrelated people, get lost immediately!  

Jiang haoxuan stood on his flying sword and flew in the sky. He looked down at the ground with disdain, 

as if the people and the law enforcement soldiers were all insignificant ants. 

 hiss ... They're from the Jiang family of the Grand cloud Palace ... I can't ... I can't ...  

Gasps could be heard from the crowd as the onlookers and the law-enforcement team soldiers 

evacuated from the scene! 

In the face of a force from the earth-god Realm like the Jiang family, these ordinary people even thought 

that they were ants! 

They didn't dare to go against the Jiang family! 

"Iron gut tu! Chen Zhufeng! Get out here! My primordial spirit domain has already locked onto you. 

Don't even think about escaping!" 

Jiang haoxuan looked down from above like an overbearing Emperor. His words were like an imperial 

edict that no one could resist! 

Whoosh ... Whoosh ... 

Chen Xiaobei and tu tiedan stood out from the ruins of the restaurant. 
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"Big brother haoxuan! Did you see that? I'm not lying to you! Your most trusted tu tiedan and your most 

hated Chen Zhufeng are now together!" 

Beiming muqing shouted as if she wanted to stir up trouble, giving off the feeling that she was trying to 

sow discord. 

As expected, Jiang haoxuan was furious. He roared, " "Iron gut tu! To think that I trusted you so much, 

and you actually betrayed me! Has your loyalty been eaten by dogs?" 

"Thirteenth young master! Please listen to my explanation!" 

Tu tiedan frowned and said, " my loyalty to you can be witnessed by heaven and earth. It will never 

waver!  I only saved Chen Zhufeng to repay him for saving my life! I swear that I will kill him with my 

own hands after he has recovered!" 

As soon as he said that, the people who had retreated to the distance all nodded and praised, " "This tu 

tielan is really a man! Repaying a debt of gratitude was a form of righteousness! A firm stand was a sign 

of loyalty! Loyal and righteous, it's really rare!" 

"Big brother haoxuan! Don't listen to tu tiedan's excuses!" 

"Think about it!" Beiming muqing said solemnly. Chen Zhufeng had a strong foundation and was 

extremely cunning! We must take advantage of his weakness to take his life! Otherwise, once his 

injuries recover, we'll have no end of trouble!" 

At the same time, Gu Daosheng also hurriedly said, " "Thirteenth young master! Miss Mu Qing is right! 

Chen Zhufeng is an extremely dangerous monster. If we don't kill him today, who knows what he'll do in 

the future!" 

"Hmph! Chen Zhufeng is just an ant, what can he do?" Jiang haoxuan said in disdain. 

"Big brother haoxuan! You can't underestimate your enemy!" 

"My uncle, beiming Wuji!" Beiming muqing continued to provoke. He used to be a top-class hero who 

suppressed apocalypse Starfield! It was because he looked down on Chen Zhufeng that he was now a 

mere commander! Big brother haoxuan, you must not be careless!" 

"This ..." 

Jiang haoxuan's expression changed. He made a decision immediately."Chen Zhufeng is indeed a 

dangerous variable! Today, I'm going to kill him no matter what!" 

Hearing this, both beiming muqing and Gu Daosheng revealed sinister smiles. 

On the surface, it seemed like beiming muqing and Gu Daosheng wanted to get rid of Chen Xiaobei! 

But in reality, the two of them wanted to get rid of tu tiedan! He would then replace tu tiedan and 

become Jiang haoxuan's most trusted person! 

Sure enough, as soon as Jiang haoxuan made his decision, tu tiedan immediately became excited. 

"Thirteenth young master! Miss Mu Qing! Old Gu!" 



 Chen Zhufeng!  tu tiedan frowned and said, " Chen Zhufeng saved your lives!  Even if you don't want to 

repay my kindness, you can't bite the hand that feeds you! If word of this gets out, I'm afraid our cloud 

Palace will be reviled by the world!" 

"Ha, what a joke!" 

Jiang haoxuan said disdainfully,"the people in this world are just a bunch of ants!" I don't care what they 

say!" 

"Big brother haoxuan! You're so domineering!" Beiming muqing's face was filled with infatuation, not 

caring if she was being ungrateful or not! 

Gu Daosheng even laughed hideously,"tu tieyan!" I'm afraid you're a fool! Chen Zhufeng saved us 

because he was stupid! If you save him, that means you're even more stupid! Raising a Tiger would bring 

harm to oneself! You don't even understand such a simple logic?" 

Tu tiedan said solemnly,"it's true that raising a Tiger will bring disaster!" But I've already sworn that I'll 

kill Chen Zhufeng with my own hands! This 'Tiger' will not harm you!" 

"You, tu tiechan, are just talking! Who can guarantee that you will kill Chen Zhufeng?" 

 what? " beiming muqing sneered.  maybe you and Chen Zhufeng have developed feelings for each 

other. By then, you won't be able to do it!  

"The thirteenth young master knows me well! I, tu tiechan, will keep my word!" Tu tiedan looked at 

Jiang haoxuan with bright eyes, hoping to gain Jiang haoxuan's trust. 

However, Jiang haoxuan said coldly, " "I don't understand you! It's just like how I would never have 

dreamed that you would betray me!" 

"Betray?" 

Tu tiedan's face turned ashen, and he suddenly felt extremely cold.  "Thirteenth young master! You ... 

How could you say such a thing ... I've already served you for more than ten years! Even if I die, I will not 

betray you!" 

"Good! Then I'll give you a chance!" 

 kill Chen Zhufeng now!  Jiang haoxuan said.  prove your loyalty and you can continue to work for me!  

"I ... I can't do it!" 

Tu tiedan shook his head and said, " I, tu tiedan, am a boorish man. I don't have any good points. The 

only thing I know is to repay kindness! I'm loyal to the thirteenth young master because you promoted 

me from the bottom to the top! If you want me to repay kindness with enmity, I'd rather die!" 

"If that's the case, then you can just die!" Jiang haoxuan's six-star earth-god level mountain and river fan 

was activated to its maximum power! 

"If the monarch wants the subject to die, the subject has no choice but to die!" Tu tiedan stood proudly 

on the spot and slowly closed his eyes."At this moment, I will return my life to the thirteenth young 

master! In the next life, we don't owe each other anything, and there will be no more grudges!" 



Beiming muqing laughed disdainfully,"what an idiot!" What era is this? you still believe in that!" 

"If you can't be used by me, I'll definitely destroy you!" Jiang haoxuan's face was cold. He waved his 

mountain and river fan without a care for their friendship of more than ten years! 

Whoosh ... Boom ... 

In the next moment, the power of a six-star earth-god was suddenly activated. 

In the void, a huge amount of true core strength condensed into a huge mountain and a long river. With 

a vast force, they crushed down! 

That incomparably terrifying might caused the entire city to tremble! 

Before the mountains and rivers fell, just the wind and the remaining power had crushed countless 

houses in the surroundings! 

If this huge mountain and river really came crashing down, half of the city would probably be destroyed 

in an instant! 

Under such a powerful force, Chen Xiaobei and tu tiedan would definitely die! 

As for the commoners in the city, they would also suffer heavy casualties! 

"Chen Zhufeng! Tu tieyan! Go to hell! I've succeeded in my mission! When I return to the family, the old 

ancestor will definitely reward me heavily! Just thinking about it made him feel great! Hahaha ..." 

Jiang haoxuan didn't care about tu tielan's loyalty at all, and he didn't care about how many innocent 

people would suffer. He only thought about his own interests and kept laughing madly. 

"Brother haoxuan is the most powerful! It has never failed!" Beiming muqing beamed with joy,"Kill 

those two idiots, Chen Zhufeng and tu tiedan, and complete the ancestor's mission! As his fiancée, I'm 

also very proud of him!" 

 congratulations on completing the mission, thirteenth young master!  Gu Daosheng was also full of 

smiles. After this battle, he would be able to replace tu tielan and become Jiang haoxuan's most trusted 

person. His power and status would be elevated to a higher level! 

In the face of this situation, tu tiedan closed his eyes tightly. His heart was completely cold, and he no 

longer had the slightest intention to fight. He only wanted to quietly wait for death. 

"Complete the mission? It doesn't exist!" 

Chen Xiaobei, who had been silent all this while, suddenly made his move and launched a counterattack! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2185: Did You See A Ghost? 

"What!" 

A stone that caused a thousand ripples! Jiang haoxuan, Gu Daosheng, beiming Mu Qing, and even tu 

tiedan had looks of disbelief and shock on their faces! 
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The six-star earth-god level mountain and river fan had launched its strongest attack. Chen Xiaobei and 

tu tiedan would be killed in the next second! 

Who dared to think about it! Chen Xiaobei still dared to speak so arrogantly in such a situation! 

"I'm afraid this kid is scared silly! Why are you talking nonsense?" Jiang haoxuan sneered in disdain. 

"They're dead for sure! There won't be any suspense!" Beiming muqing and Gu Daosheng were equally 

disdainful, not taking Chen Xiaobei's words seriously. 

Around them, the hundred or so disciples of the cloud Palace were also sneering at Chen Xiaobei as if he 

was an idiot. 

It was obvious that in this situation, the mountain and river fan had the absolute advantage in terms of 

power! 

No one believed that Chen Xiaobei would be able to stop him! 

Even tu tiedan's face was filled with disbelief. He said in despair, "  young master Chen, only death 

awaits us. There's no need to resist ...  

However, before tu tiedan could finish his words, he was completely stunned on the spot! 

"Nu! Waves!" 

Just when everyone thought that the battle was over, Chen Xiaobei took out a dark blue saber from the 

storage bracelet on his wrist! 

The blade was sharp and cold! 

The saber had a Dragon carved on it, and it looked majestic! 

As soon as the saber was drawn, its powerful spirituality and pressure gushed over like a flood and a 

ferocious beast, instantly enveloping the entire area! 

It made everyone feel a terrifying killing intent. It was as if they were in a sea of fire and could be 

crushed into pieces and melted into blood at any time! 

Jiang haoxuan, Gu Daosheng, beiming Mu Qing, and tu tiedan-the four great experts 'expressions 

changed drastically. They simply couldn't believe their eyes! 

The surrounding disciples of the cloud Palace and the civilians in the city were even more shocked. Their 

bodies trembled and they broke out in cold sweat. Their pupils couldn't help but shrink! There were 

even some timid ones who peed their pants on the spot! 

The blade did not come out! The saber Qi had already shocked everyone present! 

It could be seen that this dark blue battle saber was definitely an extraordinary super magical treasure! 

 that ... That's a six-star earth-god instrument ... Raging waves heaven-splitting saber!  Jiang haoxuan 

screamed. 



 Why is my uncle's angry wave heaven splitting saber in Chen Zhufeng's hands? "  Chen Zhufeng?!  

beiming muqing was even more terrified.  did Chen Zhufeng Kill Uncle? " 

"This kid is indeed a dangerous monster!"  it's a good thing that the thirteenth young master didn't 

underestimate his enemy. Otherwise, we would have been tricked to death by him!  Gu Daosheng also 

screamed. 

"Heavens! This brat had actually hidden such a powerful killing move!  that's scary ...  the crowd was 

shocked. One second, they thought Chen Xiaobei was an idiot, but now, they were treating him like a 

demon! 

"Open! Heavens!" 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei took out 1000 high-grade spiritual stones! After it was crushed, all the 

spiritual energy was injected into the raging waves heaven-splitting saber, which suddenly activated the 

power of a six-star earth-god! 

100 high-grade was equivalent to 100 billion low-grade! 

For the vast majority of people, this was a huge amount of wealth that they couldn't earn even after a 

few lifetimes! 

And now, Chen Xiaobei was using this huge amount of wealth just to make one slash! 

"BOOM! Rumble ..." 

As Chen Xiaobei swung his saber, a terrifying dark blue wave with earth-shattering power crashed into 

the mountain and river! 

A terrifying explosion came from the sky, as if Mars had hit earth, and a huge shock wave was released! 

The clouds in the sky were torn apart, and the houses around them collapsed! 

Fortunately, the people in the vicinity had already fled far away. Otherwise, just the aftermath of this 

battle would have caused countless deaths and injuries! 

 Oh my God ... This is so scary ... Is this the power of a six-star earth-god instrument ... I feel like my 

heart is going to explode ...  

The surrounding people were instantly scared out of their wits and began to flee in further directions. 

"Disciples of the cloud Palace, hear my order!" 

Jiang haoxuan's face turned cold and he said angrily, "  keep an eye on the situation below. We can't let 

Chen Zhufeng escape!  

Dirt and rocks flew everywhere, and dust filled the air. Chen Xiaobei and tu tiedan were temporarily out 

of everyone's sight. 

"Brother haoxuan, don't worry!" 

 of course!  beiming muqing said confidently.  I've been using my primordial spirit realm to lock onto 

Chen Zhufeng and tu tiedan. They won't be able to escape!  



"Are you stupid?" 

 tu tiedan is a three-star earth-god, " Jiang haoxuan said angrily.  once his primordial spirit domain is 

activated, he will be able to disrupt our primordial spirit domain! From now on, don't believe in the 

primordial soul domain!" 

It was obvious that the strength of the primordial spirit domain was directly proportional to the level of 

one's cultivation. 

The higher one's cultivation level, the stronger their essence soul domain! 

As long as a high-level person was unwilling to do so, they could use their own essence soul domain to 

interfere or even shield the essence soul domain of a low-level person! 

Tu tiedan's cultivation level was the highest among them. Once he released his primordial spirit domain, 

he would be able to disrupt the perception of others! 

For this reason, Jiang haoxuan made everyone open their eyes wide. Seeing was believing, and they 

should not believe what the primordial spirit domain perceived! 

"Yes, sir!" Everyone acknowledged the order in unison and began to observe carefully. 

"The thirteenth young master!" 

Very quickly, Gu Daosheng pointed to the distance and shouted, " "Chen Zhufeng is running East! 

However, it was strange. Why was Chen Zhufeng alone? Why didn't tu tiedan run with him?" 

Jiang haoxuan's eyes narrowed and he said seriously, " "Chen Zhufeng is injured. He can't escape from 

me! Old Gu, you stay here and capture the traitor, tu tiedan!" 

"Yes, sir!" Gu Daosheng nodded and accepted the order. 

 big brother haoxuan, I'll go with you ...  beiming muqing volunteered. 

"You? Just save it! Don't give me any more trouble!" Jiang haoxuan's face was full of divine artifacts. He 

flew away on his sword and chased after Chen Xiaobei! 

Beiming muqing's face was filled with grievance as she cursed,"Damn that Chen Zhufeng! It's all because 

of you that brother haoxuan disdains me! I swear, after you're killed, I'll tear you into pieces! Grind his 

bones and scatter his ashes!" 

"Women can't be too vicious! Otherwise, you'll die a terrible death!" 

At this moment, a cold voice came from the dust below. 

 hiss ...  beiming muqing instantly sucked in a breath of cold air."Chen ... Chen Zhufeng? Didn't you run 

away ..." 

Gu Daosheng and the 100 disciples of the cloud Palace gasped.  "Did I see a ghost? The thirteenth young 

master was chasing after a Chen Zhufeng! We still ... Still have Chen Zhufeng ..." 

"Nu lang! Open! Heavens!" 



Chen Xiaobei's growl could be heard from the dust. 

Another thousand superior-grade spirit stones were thrown out. The power of a six-star earth-god was 

activated again! 

A terrifying deep blue wave directly rose into the sky, completely enveloping beiming muqing! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2186: Killing For Treasure 

"Help! Brother haoxuan! Help!" 

Beiming muqing instantly let out a blood-curdling screech as her pupils contracted to the point of 

needles. Her face was as white as a sheet of paper as cold sweat poured down her face like rain! 

Facing the six-star earth-god level raging waves heaven splitting saber, beiming muqing had no way of 

resisting! 

Boundless fear instantly engulfed beiming muqing, causing her to sink into extreme despair! 

Other than asking for help, there was nothing beiming muqing could do! 

If Jiang haoxuan was still with him, he could use the six-star earth-god level mountain and river fan to 

save beiming muqing! 

However, Jiang haoxuan had already flown thousands of meters away on his flying sword. It was 

impossible for him to come back to help! 

As for Gu Daosheng and the hundred Grand View cloud Palace disciples, they couldn't even protect 

themselves, let alone save beiming muqing! 

This vicious woman was dead for sure! 

"Woof!" 

The dark blue wave soared into the sky like a giant dragon, and beiming muqing was like an ant that was 

instantly crushed to death by the terrifying power! 

"Swish!" 

After the dark blue wave, Chen Xiaobei and tu tiedan stepped on a flying sword and flew up from the 

ruins of the restaurant! 

Chen Xiaobei had already locked onto beiming muqing's position with his golden gaze fiery eyes. He 

released a burst of ethereal force and took away beiming muqing's storage bracelet! 

Tu tiedan, on the other hand, drove his flying sword with all his might and retreated in the opposite 

direction of Jiang haoxuan! 

"What ... What is going on?" 

Gu Daosheng and the hundred disciples of the cloud Palace were all dumbfounded. 
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They were all stunned on the spot. They looked at each other and couldn't figure out what had 

happened just now. It was like a dream! 

"Old Gu ... Is miss Mu Qing dead? Why did he suddenly disappear?" A young disciple asked, still in shock. 

"Nonsense! Of Course He's Dead!" 

Gu Daosheng swallowed his saliva and said,"with the power of a six-star earth-god, killing beiming 

muqing is as easy as killing an ant!" Her body was completely crushed and obliterated, not even a 

residue was left. It was only because your cultivation was too low that you couldn't see clearly!" 

"So, the murderer was Chen Zhufeng?" The young disciple looked as if he had seen a ghost.   then, who 

is the person that the thirteenth young master is chasing? " 

"I don't know who it is either ..." 

Gu Daosheng wiped the cold sweat from his forehead and said awkwardly, "  as a great spiritual master, 

I've dealt with Yin ghosts for hundreds of years, but I've never seen anything so strange ... That Chen 

Zhufeng is too strange!  

"The thirteenth young master is back!"  he's really angry, " the young disciple said nervously.  he doesn't 

seem to have caught anyone ...  

As soon as he said that, all the disciples shut their mouths and did not even dare to breathe. 

Gu Daosheng was also very nervous. He asked submissively, "  thirteenth young master ... What's the 

situation on your side?" 

Jiang haoxuan's face was livid and his eyes were burning with anger.  "We've been f * cking tricked! The 

Chen Zhufeng I was chasing turned into a strand of hair!" 

"What? A strand of hair?" 

Gu Daosheng and the 100 disciples were even more dumbfounded. Their eyes were as big as a bull's, 

and they simply couldn't believe their ears. 

"Don't look at me! I don't even know what's going on!" Jiang haoxuan was burning with anger. He held a 

golden hair in his hand, but he was puzzled. 

 thirteenth young master, please calm down ... Chen Zhufeng has run away. We'll find another way to 

find him ...  

Gu Daosheng swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly, "  there's one more thing. I'm really sorry ... Miss 

Mu Qing ... She was killed by Chen Zhufeng ...  

"Ha, do I need you to tell me that?" 

Jiang haoxuan laughed coldly and said in disdain, "  I heard that stupid woman asking for help. I didn't 

want to save her on purpose!  

 this ...  Gu Daosheng was stunned. His brain was about to short-circuit. He could not understand Jiang 

haoxuan's decision at all. 



The surrounding hundred disciples also revealed extremely shocked expressions. 

Everyone knew that beiming muqing was deeply in love with Jiang haoxuan, and that she was his 

fiancée! 

No one could figure out why Jiang haoxuan had deliberately chosen not to save beiming muqing at this 

critical moment of life and death! 

"Heh, what are you all doing? You can't figure it out?" 

Jiang haoxuan laughed coldly.  first of all, I don't like that stupid woman at all. She's just a bargaining 

chip for the beiming family to form an alliance with my Jiang family. She's useless!  

 secondly, once this stupid woman dies, the beiming family will hate Chen Zhufeng too. At that time, I 

can use the power of the beiming family to kill Chen Zhufeng!  

"I, Jiang haoxuan, am the most outstanding descendant of the Jiang family! I'll complete the task given 

by the ancestor at all costs!" 

Jiang haoxuan laughed coldly and ruthlessly, " "She's just a woman. As long as her death is worth it, then 

she should just die! I don't care at all!" 

Everyone's heart trembled when they heard this. They all felt Jiang haoxuan's cold and heartless 

character! 

"The thirteenth young master is indeed a man who does great things! How ruthless!" 

Gu Daosheng praised her and then said awkwardly, " "However, Chen Zhufeng took away beiming 

muqing's storage bracelet, and her five-star earth-god level dark gold fantasy King Sword is still inside! 

That's our ancestor's favorite magic treasure ..." 

"That's not a problem at all!" 

"Chen Zhufeng's strongest trump card is the beiming family's raging waves heaven splitting saber!" Jiang 

haoxuan said confidently. I'll invite some experts from the beiming family, and with my mountain and 

river fan and Mr. Tianpeng's six-star earth-god instrument, we'll be able to crush Chen Zhufeng!" 

"Has the thirteenth young master contacted Mr. Canopy?" Gu Daosheng quickly asked. 

"I've made contact." 

Jiang haoxuan nodded and said,"Mister canopy met with some trouble. He was sent to an extremely 

dangerous place by the space turbulence!" However, he said he has a way to settle it. We'll just wait for 

him to come back!" 

 that's good, that's good ...  Gu Daosheng heaved a sigh of relief.  I was worried that if Mr. Tianpeng 

died, the Jiang family would lose a six-star earth-god instrument for nothing!  

"I won't!" Jiang haoxuan's eyes narrowed,"Mr. Canopy is also an extraordinary person with a strong 

foundation!" He won't die so easily!" 



Gu Daosheng was excited,"then we'll wait for Mr. Canopy to come back!" After that, we'll ally with the 

beiming family! Let's attack Chen Zhufeng together! We can definitely take that stinky brat's dog life!" 

…… 

A thousand miles away. 

Tu tiedan controlled his flying sword, his expression extremely conflicted.  "We're finished! I, old tu, am 

completely finished! I'll never be able to clear my name as a traitor if I follow you to kill people and steal 

their treasures ..." 

"Your life has been returned to Jiang haoxuan! He just didn't have the ability to take it away!"  from now 

on, you and the Jiang family owe each other nothing, let alone betraying each other ... Cough cough 

cough ... Pfft ...  Chen Xiaobei said. 

Before he could finish his sentence, Chen Xiaobei spat out a mouthful of blood. His legs gave way, and 

he fell off the flying sword. 

"Childe Chen? What's wrong with you?" 

Tu tie was shocked. He quickly chased after Chen Xiaobei and caught him. 
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Chapter 2187: Preparing For A Big Bet 

"Master Chen! Are You Alright... Don't scare me..." 

Although tu tie Dan caught Chen Xiaobei, but the state of Chen Xiaobei, has been bad to the extreme. 

"Ahem, ahem, ahem..." 

Chen Xiaobei kept coughing and panting. Every time he coughed, he would bring out a mouthful of 

blood. "When I used the earthly immortal weapon just now... When I used Zhenyuan... My Qi sea and 

Dan Tian's injuries were getting worse... several important tendons and veins were broken... cough, 

cough, cough..." 

"What... What can I do?" 

Tu tie dan panicked: "I will take you to the fairy world! Only the best Chinese medicine can help you 

heal! If you drag on, you will really become a cripple!" 

"Old Tu... can I trust you?" Chen Xiaobei asked weakly. 

"Of course!" 

"You became like this because you wanted to save my life! Now, I owe you two lives. Even if you want 

me to die, I Won't harm you!" 

"Good... find a secluded place... we stop..." Chen Xiaobei said weakly. 

It is obvious that the situation of Chen Xiaobei has been very bad, must rely on the iron bile, in order to 

start the follow-up action! 
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Fortunately, after the war just now, Chen Xiaobei can be sure that tu tie Dan is a very principled person, 

would rather die than bite the hand that feeds him! 

Such a person is trustworthy! 

"Stop? Are you kidding me?" 

Tu tie Dan was very worried about Chen Xiaobei. He was extremely nervous. "I have to bring you to the 

best Chinese medicine doctor right away! Otherwise, your vital energy field will be in danger of being 

scrapped at any time!" 

"I am the best big Chinese Medicine Doctor..." Chen said: "Listen to me... Cough Cough..." 

Tu Tiedan was extremely worried. "I know that you understand Chinese medicine and your medical skills 

are superb! However, we didn't buy the yuan-nourishing herbs that you need! Once your qi sea and 

your Dantian fields are destroyed, you will become a complete cripple!" 

"Cut the crap..." 

Chen Xiaobei is very weak, but his mind is still wise, he had already seen through the situation. "I killed 

Mu Qing from the North Ming family... The Jiang family and the North Ming family will definitely join 

forces to capture me... going back to the celestial realm is equivalent to suicide... Moreover, I want to 

gamble big now..." 

"Gamble? Gamble Big?" Tu tie Dan gulped. He could feel a very domineering aura from Chen Xiaobei, as 

if he was a domineering emperor. There was absolutely no doubt about it. 

This gas field, let the iron bile involuntarily Lenovo to Chen Xiaobei face-to-face confrontation with the 

sky magic scene! 

The scene at that moment, die-hard will never forget! 

At that moment, Chen Xiaobei, Tu tie Dan will be in awe and worship all his life! 

From that moment on, originally as the enemy's iron bile, has been deeply impressed by Chen Xiaobei! 

At this moment, tu tie Dan and poured out and then exactly the same feeling, awe and worship, let him 

willingly obey Chen Xiaobai! 

"Good! I listen to you! Accompany you to be mad again!" Tu tie Dan gritted his teeth and flew directly 

into an unmanned forest. 

... 

Find a secluded cave, tu tie Dan Will Chen Xiaobei helped into. 

"You first dug a small hole in the ground..." Chen Xiaobei sat on a rock, weak command way. 

"Dig a hole?" Tu tie was shocked. "Young Master Chen! Don't be so stubborn! My Old Tu doesn't want to 

bury you with his own hands..." 

"Bury Your Head!" Chen Xiaobei didn't know whether to laugh or cry. He took out the Green Emperor's 

immortal gourd and said, "It's fine as long as you can hide the gourd in the hole..." 



"Hide gourd?" Tu tie Dan a face stupefied, but not nonsense, directly put out a true yuan, dug a small 

hole on the ground. 

Chen Xiaobei buried the gourd into the pit, only a little gourd mouth, but also with a few pieces of rock 

covered up. 

"Chen Childe, what are you doing this?" Tu tie Dan can not help but be curious. 

"Don't resist in your heart, let's go in and talk..." Chen Xiaobei said in a low voice. 

Subsequently, Chen Xiaobei Heart Move, tu iron gallbladder did not resist, two people were also 

included in the Green Emperor Xianhu. 

"Oh my God... Master Chen! What Magic Weapon Is This? It's too amazing..." 

The butcher iron gallbladder is startled one leng one Leng of, simply can not believe own eye. 

"This is a talisman of space..." chen Xiaobei said weakly, "My gamble later will require a huge amount of 

space... and it will create a strong anomaly... it must be hidden in the gourd... in order to hide it from the 

enemy..." 

"Space Magic! ?" 

Tu tie was even more shocked. "This space is too big, isn't it? I can't even explore the boundary of my 

primordial realm! The most amazing thing is that we can move around freely! This is 108,000 times 

more advanced than the inventory bracelet!" 

Chen Xiao-bei smiled. "Oh, my green earth gourd can hold a giant planet... hundreds of billions of people 

can live a normal life..." 

"This... ..." tu tie Dan moment stunned, three views shattered a ground. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei began the same from the space ring will have to use things extracted out. 

Green Emperor Gourd, heaven and Earth Furnace, daylight treasure box, dozens of storage bracelets, 

endless nine towers, the north Ming Moji storage bracelets. 

"Ahem, ahem, ahem..." 

To take something from a space ring requires only a small amount of truth. 

But every time the use of true yuan, Chen Xiaobeiqi Sea Dan Tian injury, it will increase a point, cough 

with blood, severe pain cover! 

Butcher tie Dan was extremely worried as he watched from the side. "Young Master Chen! You're 

looking worse and worse! Take some medicinal pills to heal your wounds first... otherwise, I'm really 

afraid that you won't be able to hold on..." 

"Leave me alone..." 

Chen Xiaobei said difficultly: "You go to help me to catch nine mythological beasts, from one star to nine 

stars, each level to catch one!" 



"Catch Spirit Beast? What is this again?" Butcher iron gallbladder full face is surprised. 

"This is what I call a gamble..." 

In the end, Chen Xiaobei extracted the strange bug sculpture. "There's a secret body refinement art 

hidden in this. Only a useless person can use it... I'm almost a useless person in my current state... it 

would be a waste if I don't Gamble..." 

"Body-refining?" Tu tie dan surprised: "You mean to say, you want to use the blood of mythological 

beasts to body-refining?" 

Chen Xiaobei eyes a bright, surprised way: "Oh? You actually know animal blood refining body?" 

Tu tie Dan said: "I just in the ancient books, occasionally understand some of the scattered information, 

and do not know the specific method of animal blood refining body!" 

"As far as I know, the beast blood body refiner is extremely dangerous!" Tu tie Dan said worriedly, "If 

the person who refines the body can't take it, the beast blood will even bite back and kill him!" 

"Is quite dangerous... either success, or die... this, is the high-stakes gambling... ..." Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Young Master Chen! You Don't have to take such a risk..." tu tie dan said worriedly, "We can take a 

more stable approach to treat the wound..." 

"No! I don't just want to heal... I want to be strong..." 

Chen Xiaobei said weakly: "This body-refining mysticism is very strong! If I win the bet... my strength will 

skyrocket..." 

"But what if you lose the bet?" Tu tie Dan frowned. 

"I don't think I'll lose..." Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said confidently, "During the first battle, 

my luck increased a lot..." 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2188: Full Harvest 

[ding! Ding! You have quelled the disaster and saved the world. You have been rewarded with 100 

million merit points!] 

[ding! You have eliminated the third generation villain. You have been rewarded with 30000 merit 

points!] 

[your current merit points are 1441330000 (charm: 144133000, luck: 144133000ï¼‰! 

In the battle just now, Jiang haoxuan flew in the air on his sword and used the mountain and river fan to 

activate the power of a six-star earth-god to hit the ground directly! 

One had to know that the location at that time was the center of the planet's main city! 

If that attack were to land, half of the city would probably be destroyed, and countless people would be 

killed or injured. More importantly, with their homes destroyed, many people would be homeless and in 

great distress! 
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It was Chen Xiaobei who had blocked Jiang haoxuan's attack and turned the tide of the disaster! 

Because of that, Chen Xiaobei had received 100 million merit points, and his luck had increased by 10 

million! 

In comparison, the 30000 merit points he had gotten from killing beiming muqing was a little too little! 

In short, Chen Xiaobei's luck had skyrocketed, and his luck had reached a new high! 

If he didn't gamble now, when would he? 

 old tu ... I don't have time to explain ... Hurry and help me capture the spirit beast!  

Chen Xiaobei urged tu tiedan to act faster, " "Give me a call when you come back, and I'll take you back 

into the verdant Emperor's divine gourd!" 

"Alright! I'll go now!" Tu tiedan could not even imagine the details of this bet. He trusted Chen Xiaobei 

from the bottom of his heart. Without further ado, he moved! 

"Chi ..." 

Chen Xiaobei opened the heaven and earth furnace and found six everlasting blood and longevity pills 

inside. 

After the previous usage, the remaining heaven and earth spiritual aura within the heaven and earth 

smelt had been completely absorbed by these six pills! 

At this moment, it could be seen that the spirituality of these six everlasting blood longevity pills had 

increased greatly, and there was even a Halo floating on the surface. The level and medicinal effects of 

these pills had increased greatly! 

"Let's eat one first and see its effect ..." 

Chen Xiaobei took out an everlasting blood life pill and ate it. 

[ding Yingying's cultivation base: four fire god-refining, lifespan: [900 years, physique: 3694800, combat 

power: 3100000! 

After a while, the netherspirit battlescouter showed some new changes. 

"F * ck!" 

 what?!  Chen Xiaobei was shocked.  previously, one everlasting blood and longevity pill could only 

increase one's lifespan by 100 years! This time, his lifespan had actually increased by 500 years! The 

nourishing effect of the heaven and earth spiritual aura is simply too awesome!" 

"This way, six limitless blood longevity pills can increase my lifespan by three thousand years! Its effects 

are comparable to that of a 3000-year-old immortal peach and a 3000-year-old ginseng fruit!" 

"Of course! This was under the condition that the side effects were not a concern! If we take into 

account the side effects of the medicine, the immortal peach and ginseng fruit are definitely better!" 



Chen Xiaobei frowned and said helplessly, " "Although the everlasting blood longevity pill increased my 

lifespan by 500 years, it also reduced my physical strength by 100000 points! In comparison, the 

immortal peach and the ginseng fruit have no side effects!" 

"The main point is that the deities have countless believers, and the lifespan halos rewarded by the 

heavenly axiom are extremely high! They can increase their lifespans by tens of thousands of years or 

even hundreds of thousands of years just by eating a flat peach or a ginseng fruit!" 

 if I consume the everlasting blood longevity pill, my physical strength will probably be reduced to a 

negative number after my lifespan is increased by tens of thousands of years!  

 also, the infinite blood longevity pill has the least side effects among its kind. If it were a pill with more 

side effects, I'm afraid that your body would've been wasted in minutes, and you would've been 

reduced to a 'vegetative state'!  

Everything had its advantages and disadvantages! 

Chen Xiaobei's mind was very calm. From the pros and cons, he could clearly tell that the everlasting 

blood and longevity pill's value was far less than the flat peach and ginseng fruit! 

Just as the legends had said, eating a flat peach or a ginseng fruit could increase one's lifespan by tens of 

thousands of years. However, that was only the result for Immortals! 

The immortals had countless believers, and the Halo of longevity rewarded by the heavenly axiom was 

of an extremely high level. After eating the immortal peach and ginseng fruit, the effect of increasing 

one's longevity was naturally even better! 

Chen Xiaobei did not have the heavenly life Halo yet, so he could not be compared to a God! 

Because of that, Chen Xiaobei's immortal peach and ginseng fruit could only increase his basic lifespan, 

and there were no additional rewards! 

Of course, the greatest benefit of the immortal peach and ginseng fruit was that they had no side 

effects! 

It wasn't like medicine like the everlasting blood longevity pill, which had to be consumed to make up 

for the deficiency! Replenishing one's lifespan would definitely reduce one's other strengths! 

But then again, since Chen Xiaobei had already decided to take a gamble, he would not care about the 

loss of his physical body! 

Taiyin true deity had said long ago that the basic condition of the ancestral wizard-level heaven-killing 

tyrant body technique was to break and then establish! 

"Since I'm going to destroy my own body and soul anyway, it doesn't matter if I lose a little now!" 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei took out the remaining five everlasting blood life pills and consumed 

them all. 

[ding Yingying's cultivation base: four fire god-refining, lifespan: 3400 years, physique: 3194800, combat 

power: 3100000! 



 your lifespan has been successfully increased by 2500 years, but your physical strength has been 

reduced by 500000 points!  

 what a great loss!  Chen Xiaobei exclaimed.  this loss is too great!  Fortunately, I had to destroy my own 

soul. Otherwise, I would have died of heartache!" 

After increasing his lifespan, Chen Xiaobei started to put other things into the heaven and earth smelt. 

First of all, he took out all the spirit stones in the dozens of storage bracelets he had obtained in the 

spirit condensation immortal abode, and then melted the rest of the things in the furnace! 

These storage bracelets belonged to ordinary people. The resources inside were of a low grade and 

were not worth Chen Xiaobei's attention! 

Next, the remaining earth-god instruments, earth-god items, and earth-god pills in the second level of 

the limitless nine-floor Pagoda were all refined! 

These were all two-star earth-god level items. They were neither high nor low, so there was no point in 

keeping them. 

In the end, Chen Xiaobei took all the spiritual stones from beiming Wuji's storage bracelet, leaving three 

special items. 

 the first was a jade talisman that had extremely strong spiritual nature. It was the key to heaven 

dominating faction's Treasury! 

The second item was a map. It seemed to be somewhat incomplete, and it recorded the location of an 

ancient hidden treasure! 

The third item was a token! It was one of the nine mystical Qi medallions that Chen Xiaobei was looking 

for! 

"I really didn't expect that darknorth Wuji would also have a piece of the mysterious weapon token!" 

 the token is an important clue to finding little fox! I've already gotten three out of nine tokens! I'm 

getting closer to the truth! This is definitely a huge surprise for me!  

Chen Xiaobei's wealth rose to 330000 high-grade spiritual stones! 

As for the rest of the items in beiming Wuji's storage bracelet, Chen Xiaobei did not care about them at 

all and returned them to the furnace. 

Even the six-star earth-god level raging waves heaven-splitting blade was thrown into the heaven and 

earth furnace to be refined! 

If tu tiedan was here, he would definitely be scared to death. 

Chen Xiaobei, however, was calm and collected. He took out beiming muqing's storage bracelet and 

smiled devilishly. 

"I'm not targeting anyone. Six-star earth-god instruments are all trash!" 
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Chapter 2189: Lamp Out Of Oil 

Whoosh ... Whoosh ... 

All the useless resources were thrown into the heaven and earth smelt. 

The witch Dragon heavenly flame had already reached the level of a five-star earth-god, so any ordinary 

spiritual device or low-level earth-god device would be completely refined and transformed into a 

spiritual aura once it came into contact with the witch Dragon heavenly flame. 

However, the six-star earth-god level raging waves heaven splitting saber was not so easy to refine. A 

conservative estimate would take at least a month. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei had prepared for this. The everlasting blood and longevity pill that he had 

consumed earlier had increased his lifespan so that he could use the sunlight cache. 

"Everything is ready, we're just waiting for iron gut tu to return!" 

Chen Xiaobei could finally relax after a long day of work. 

Even though he did not do anything particularly difficult, the constant use of ethereal force had 

worsened Chen Xiaobei's condition. 

Luckily, tu tiedan was there, or Chen Xiaobei would not be able to catch any spiritual beasts from 1 to 9 

stars. 

If Chen Xiaobei had not risked his life in the Spirit congealing immortal abode, he would not have been 

able to befriend tu tiedan! 

 next, I'm going to thoroughly understand the essence of the 'sky-killing tyrant body technique'. .. I can't 

make any mistakes ..." 

Chen Xiaobei picked up the insect sculpture again. 

Using his ethereal force to communicate with the weird insect statue, Chen Xiaobei endured the pain in 

his dantian and began to study the contents of the sky-killing tyrant body technique! 

Without a doubt, this was an extremely profound and mysterious body refining secret technique. If an 

ordinary person wanted to completely learn it, it would take at least a dozen years, and at most a 

hundred! 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei had the scholar heart, so his learning speed was as fast as if he was cheating! 

After a few hours, Chen Xiaobei had completely understood the contents of the sky-killing tyrant body 

technique. He had memorized it by heart without missing a single detail! 

Not long after, tu tiedan called and Chen Xiaobei put him into the verdant Emperor's divine gourd! 

"I'm back!" 

In order to help Chen Xiaobei, tu tiedan exerted 120% of his strength. 
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In just a few hours, he had captured all the one-star to nine-star spiritual beasts that Chen Xiaobei 

needed. 

"Let's bleed ..." 

Chen Xiaobei's mind moved, and the heaven and earth furnace expanded rapidly. It went from a small 

black bowl to a hundred meters in diameter! 

"Heavens! Young master Chen! How many treasures do you have? He's simply too godly!" Tu tiedan was 

so shocked that he was stunned. 

Fortunately, the interior of the verdant Emperor's divine gourd was huge. If they were in the cave just 

now, the heaven and earth smelt would have burst the entire cave! 

 stop talking nonsense ... Hurry up. I feel like I can't hold on any longer ... Cough cough ...  Chen Xiaobei 

urged. 

"Good! I'll do as you say immediately!" Tu tiedan composed himself, rode his flying sword, and flew ten 

meters into the air. 

Right now, the heaven and earth smelt was ten meters tall and a hundred meters in diameter. It was like 

a lake that was burning with purple-gold flames. It was huge! 

"Directly put the beast blood in? Will it be burned dry by the purple-gold flames?" Tu tiedan asked. 

 just release it. I'll take care of the flames!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

As soon as he finished speaking, the witch Dragon heavenly flame in the heaven and earth smelt swirled 

like a Whirlpool, gathering all the resources that had yet to be refined into one spot! 

In the end, just like a small purple-gold sun, it enveloped all the resources and floated in the center of 

the heaven and earth smelt! 

The witch Dragon heavenly flame floated up, and there was no flame in the furnace! 

Chen Xiaobei was an alchemy master himself. As long as he controlled the fire and the temperature, it 

would not affect the beast blood that was being put in! 

"Hiss ... Hiss ..." 

Tu tiedan directly released a huge Python from his spirit beast bracelet. 

The Python was dozens of meters long, had a strong body, and cold poisonous fangs. 

Unfortunately, it was suppressed by tu tiedan's three-star earth-god level vital essence. The giant 

python could not move at all, and its eyes were filled with extreme fear. 

"Swish!" 

Tu tiedan wasn't a kind person. He was decisive in his killing. With a wave of true essence, he directly cut 

off the giant Python's neck. 

"Whoosh! Whoosh ..." 



Fresh blood gushed into the heaven and earth smelt like a small waterfall. 

 help me throw in snake galls and beast cores too ...  

Chen Xiaobei sat on the ground, his injuries were so severe that he could only give orders to tu tiechan. 

Fortunately, tu tiedan was not disloyal. He did everything according to Chen Xiaobei's instructions. 

After the giant python, tie dan tu released eight more spirit beasts. 

There were giant lizards that were tens of meters long! There were Lions, Tigers, and leopards that were 

covered in flames and were as big as trucks! There were even giant bats with wingspans of nearly a 

hundred meters! 

From one-star to nine-star, the blood and beast cores of nine spirit beasts, as well as parts of their 

bodies that had medicinal value, were all placed into the heaven and earth smelt! 

Who dared to think about it! The heaven and earth smelt, which was ten meters deep and a hundred 

meters in diameter, was half filled up! 

The space within the furnace had directly become a huge blood pool! 

 my goodness ... Such a large pool of beast blood, can young master Chen use it all by yourself ...  tu 

tiedan swallowed his saliva wildly at the side. 

 don't even talk about me ... They can even use up a baby of the witch tribe ...  "Come here and help me 

do one last thing ..." 

"What is it? Young master Chen, just tell me what to do! I, old tu, will definitely help you settle it 

properly!" Tu tiedan flew to Chen Xiaobei's side on his sword. 

 destroy my tendons, bones, muscles, skin ...  Chen Xiaobei's voice was weak but his attitude was 

domineering and determined! 

"What?" Tu tiedan was dumbfounded. He simply couldn't believe his ears. 

 I'm out of energy ... Don't make me say it a second time ...  Chen Xiaobei's eyes were serious and his 

aura was domineering. He was like an Overlord, unquestionable. 

 I ... I can't do it ...  tu tiedan's brows were tightly furrowed, and his face was filled with conflict. 

 hurry up!  Chen Xiaobei said."You're helping me ... There's nothing to hesitate about ... If this drags on, 

I'll die instead ..." He said. 

"Alright ... I'll listen to you!" Tu tiedan gritted his teeth and released a powerful ethereal force, which 

enveloped Chen Xiaobei. 

Although tu tiedan could not figure out what Chen Xiaobei was trying to do, he could see that Chen 

Xiaobei's current condition was very bad. It was too late for him to find a Traditional Chinese Medicine 

doctor! 

There was only one way for Chen Xiaobei to survive, and that was to train his body! Furthermore, he had 

successfully tempered his body! 



"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

The next moment, tu tiechan's vital essence turned into countless sharp blades, tearing Chen Xiaobei's 

skin, grinding his muscles, breaking his tendons, and shattering his bones! 

"Pfft ... Uh ..." 

Blood spurted out of Chen Xiaobei's mouth. Blood was spurting out from all the wounds on his body. 

Chen Xiaobei felt that he would die in the next moment! 

It was no wonder that even the lunar true essence said that he did not dare to try this body-tempering 

method! 

This was simply courting death! Seeking death! 

 put me in the blood pool ...  Chen Xiaobei was on his last breath. He was like a lamp that had run out of 

oil! 
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Chapter 2190: Rebirth From Nirvana 

"Plop!" 

Tu tiedan placed Chen Xiaobei into the blood pool in the heaven and earth furnace and looked at him 

worriedly.  "Young master Chen! Please don't let anything happen to you ... If you die, I won't be able to 

rest in peace for the rest of my life!" 

In tu tiedan's eyes, Chen Xiaobei's way of refining his body was so terrifying that it could shatter one's 

worldview. 

If anything were to happen to Chen Xiaobei, tu tiedan felt that he would be a murderer and would never 

be able to live with his conscience! 

"Young master Chen! Young master Chen, are you still alive? He wouldn't have died so quickly, would he 

..." 

In less than half a minute, tu tiedan was already crying out nervously at the side. Cold sweat was pouring 

down like rain! 

Chen Xiaobei was floating on the surface of the blood pool like a corpse! 

Chen Xiaobei's injuries were too severe. His skin, muscles, tendons, bones and bones were all destroyed! 

In addition, his dantian was seriously injured! 

It was completely reasonable for him to die like this! 

However, in the next moment, a scene that shocked tu tiedan appeared! 

Whoosh ... Whoosh ... Whoosh ... 

With Chen Xiaobei as the center, the surface of the blood pool began to ripple! 
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From the inside to the outside, the color of blood went from light to dark, forming a total of nine blood-

colored rings! 

On each layer of blood-colored rings, dense ancient characters appeared. These characters were all in 

strange shapes, and tu tiedan couldn't even recognize half a word! 

These strange words emitted a black light! 

The blood-red Black light emitted a solemn and murderous aura, causing the entire space to freeze! 

"Ugh! Ah ..." 

Chen Xiaobei turned over in the blood pool and lay on his back on the surface of the blood. Suddenly, he 

let out a hysterical roar. 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei was not dead, but he was better off dead! 

As the sky-killing tyrant body technique was activated, the surrounding beast blood started to flow into 

Chen Xiaobei's body! 

Chen Xiaobei could clearly feel that his already crippled body was being torn apart, expanded, and was 

on the verge of exploding! 

His skin felt like it was being cut by a blunt knife, and the pain was unbearable! 

His muscles felt like they were being crushed by a stone, turning into mud inch by inch! 

The bone insect felt as if it had been cut by an axe, and the pain seeped into its bone marrow! 

Chen Xiaobei's state of mind was strong, and he thought that he was not afraid of pain. 

But now, the extreme pain made Chen Xiaobei scream hysterically. Even his soul was trembling! 

Chen Xiaobei was on the verge of a mental breakdown. He wished that he could just close his eyes and 

let it go, and die! 

But Chen Xiaobei knew that he could not die! 

There were still many important things to be done! There were still many important people waiting! 

"I can't die! Never!" 

Chen Xiaobei roared again. The pain did not ease, but his mind was at ease! 

A strong state of mind had nothing to do with age or cultivation. It was only related to one's personal 

experience! 

Only those who had experienced life and death and were indifferent to the storm could have a strong 

mental state! 

In such a situation, if one's mental state collapsed, one would definitely die! 

But Chen Xiaobei held on to his mental state and did not let himself collapse and give up! 



Although there was no change on the surface, Chen Xiaobei's state of mind had actually improved and 

become stronger! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei forced himself to hold on to his only chance of survival! 

As long as he did not give up, he would not die! 

 the body is like the earth, the blood is like the river ... Opening the four Seas to strengthen the weak, 

accepting the hundred rivers to strengthen the body ... Supreme and mysterious, undying and 

indestructible ... No evil can invade, no magic can break ...  

Enduring the pain, Chen Xiaobei used the sky-killing tyrant body technique's mental cultivation method 

to its maximum precision. 

The essence of this body refining secret skill was to break and then rebuild! 

First, he had to absorb the beast blood through a secret technique! 

Because his body was no longer in use, the invasion of the beast blood would continuously destroy his 

body's cells. The already aged and weak cells could even be easily obliterated! 

At the same time, a portion of the stronger cells would resist the attacks of the beast blood and secret 

techniques and survive! 

During this process, the secret technique would create new human cells! 

These new cells were split from the powerful cells that had survived! 

During the process of division, the new cells could also absorb the essence in the beast blood and give 

birth to stronger human cells! 

The human body was made up of countless cells, and the stronger each cell was, the stronger the 

human body would be! 

Self-evolution! Eliminate the weak and keep the strong! Essence absorption! Stronger, stronger! This 

was the essence of the "sky killing tyrant body technique"! 

As long as he could survive the first trial of the Overlord body, Chen Xiaobei would be Reborn! 

"Chi ... Chi ..." 

As time went by, Chen Xiaobei had completely absorbed the middle layer of the nine layers of rings in 

the blood pool! 

Then, the second layer wrapped around Chen Xiaobei! 

An even more intense pain swept through his body, but Chen Xiaobei did not scream anymore. He only 

grimaced in pain! 

After almost a day, the second level of beast blood was completely absorbed! 

The third layer of beast blood brought an even more intense pain, but Chen Xiaobei did not scream. 

Instead, he looked calm. 



After that, a layer of beast blood was absorbed clean every day. 

In the end, Chen Xiaobei looked as if he was in deep sleep. His entire being was calm and composed! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei's state of mind was as calm as still water, without a single ripple. 

Of course, the most important change was Chen Xiaobei's physical body! 

In nine days, he had absorbed all the beast blood of the ninth stage! Chen Xiaobei had successfully 

completed the trial of the Overlord body! The final result was simply miraculous! 

The shattered bones, broken tendons, torn muscles, and cut skin were all reconstructed by the cells and 

completely recovered! Even his seriously injured dantian had recovered perfectly! 

Chen Xiaobei's muscles were even more well-balanced, and his spirit was even more exuberant. His 

already handsome face now had an evil look to it, enough to charm thousands of young girls and 

women! 

"Mm ..." 

Chen Xiaobei stretched his body as if he had just woken up from a good night's sleep. 

"My Dear Mother! Young master Chen! You're finally awake! Not only did you not die, but your injuries 

have also completely recovered! I feel like I'm dreaming ... Let me pinch it to see if it's real!" 

Tu tiedan, who had been standing by Chen Xiaobei's side, was so excited when he saw Chen Xiaobei 

open his eyes that he wanted to give Chen Xiaobei a hug and a kiss! 

"Of course! I've already won this huge bet!" 

Chen Xiaobei stepped out of the heaven and earth smelt and said, " "The heavens killing tyrant body 

technique is too overbearing! Although we will have to pay a painful price, as long as we can endure it, 

we will be invincible!" 

"Zongheng? Invincible?"  you ...  tu tiedan swallowed his saliva.  has your physical strength improved a 

lot? " 


